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Project Overview
About FCG

FCG: Foreign Exchange Connect Global(abbreviated as FCG) is an online foreign
exchange trading platform based on blockchain technology and concept,
combining the high performance of centralized brokers with the high reliability
of decentralized public chain perfectly, which aims to provide the global
investors with a trading environment that is cheaper, more transparent, fairer
and safer. The world-first mode“ foreign exchange trading equals mining
“ integrates the blockchain technology and foreign exchange trading perfectly,
which overturns the situation that brokers could not protect the clients’ interests
and makes the clients’ transaction”risk-free” (which means client can get valueadded FCG when trading ); Meanwhile, the disintermediation(IB) make it possible
to return the margin to the clients.
As the platform token of FCG, FCG is the underlying assets of the contribution
value of the users’ trading, which could be obtained through the reward system
of “foreign exchange trading equals mining”.
The mode innovation and the technical innovation that the blockchain is applied
to the foreign exchange trading of FCG will bring a new revolution to the
traditional foreign exchange trading industry.
FCG will be the world-first consensus mechanism foreign exchange broker, which
will benefits billions of traders around the world.
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Missions
The brandnew mode that all can participate, and all can benefit will be formed
based on the underlying design of the blockchain consensus mechanism.
It can truly realize the disintermediation (IB) and resolve the industry pain point
based on the core framework of decentralization of blockchain.
It will create a more fair and transparent trading environment by making use of
the blockchain mechanism that is open ,transparent and tamper-resistant.
It can improve the payment efficiency of cross-border payment and reduce the
payment cost by making use of blockchain technology.

Industry Background
The Overview of the Global foreign exchange Market

Led by the international trend of economic globalization and the liberalization of
financial transactions, the market share of the online foreign exchange
transactions increases day by day due to the development of modern
technology despite that the large financial institutions and banks, as the main
traditional market-makers, account for half of the foreign exchange
market .Online foreign exchange trading platforms have simplified transaction
processes and lowered transaction barriers, making it possible to trade almost
anywhere in the world. A set of data shows that the foreign exchange market is
the only market in the world that runs 24 hours a year and its average daily
trading volume reaches USD6 trillion which is around 53 times of that of the New
York Stock Exchange and the average annual trading volume is 4 times of the
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global GDP. There are 9.6 million online traders worldwide, which means one in
every 396 of the world's 3.8 billion Internet users . Over 70% of the respondents
trade once every day, and 13% of the respondents trade over 10 times or even
more every day.

The Status of Forex Trading Platforms
1.

With the lower barrier for entry of the registered brokers, it is hard to
distinguish the good from the bad.

2.

The introducing broker(IB) becomes the reaper of the client and the broker,
which means the interests of them are damaged.

3.

The confusion in the regulatory makes the platform less secure.

4.

The phenomenon that the platform interferes with user's transaction
deliberately happens frequently.
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5.

The third-party payment channel suffers malice complaint repeatedly,
which makes the cost of channel high.

Solutions
FCG entered the foreign exchange trading industry as an industry disrupter.
With years of technical accumulation and decades of accumulated experience , it
launched the world- first "blockchain foreign exchange trading platform", which
thoroughly solved the industry's pain points to actively embrace the blue ocean
market with global daily trading volume of $6 trillion.
1.It is our mission to provide our clients with better service
As an innovator in the industry , FCG knows deeply its core business and mission.
There are many companies pretending to be brokers namely to cheat money for
fraud or provide illegal financial services in the market. The case of IGOFX with
RMB30 billion fraud shocked the world, which was thought that it was caused by
the unclear positioning. FCG is well aware of its duties and mission, while as a
trading service provider, we always put the improvement of customer trading
experience in the first place and we constantly strive for better quotation,
smoother execution speed and better operation experience.
2.The application of blockchain technology can truly realize the
disintermediation (NO IB)
The technology and the consensus mechanism of blockchain have become an
irresistible trend, which impact the traditional internet technology and business
model.The introducing broker (IB) has played a very important role in the
development of the foreign exchange trading market.The existence of the
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application of blockchain will clearly overturn the original foreign exchange
business model.
FCG initiates the mode “forex trading equals mining ”, which make it possible to
return the IB profits to the investors directly so that everyone can benefit and
maximize the interests as well as to create a win-win and co-governance foreign
exchange trading institution.
3.Dual License of Forex Broker and Blockchain Exchange
FCG has obtained the dual license of foreign exchange broker and digital asset
exchange of the Republic of Malta which is issued by the Prime Minister of
Malta. Malta, as an renowned international financial center, attracts well-known
financial companies from all over the world to settle here. More than ten years
old, veteran foreign exchange trader FXDD and the world's largest digital
currency exchange "monetary security" all take Malta as the first choice. The old
and famous forex broker FXDD with decades of history and the world’s biggest
digital currency exchange “Binance” are both located there.
4.The Transaction Records are linked and Regulated by Everyone
Due to the fact that trading was completely controlled by brokers in the past, the
phenomenon of platform intervention in clients’ trading often occurs. With the
continuous application of blockchain technology in the trading field, this
phenomenon will gradually disappear. FCG becomes the world-first forex broker
who put the trading data linked to the main chain by making use of the
transparent and tamper-resistant of the blockchain technology. It is not only
regulated by the national level but also regulated by the global investors.
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5.Blockchain Payment can Truly Solve the Industry Pain Point
For example, Bitcoin, as the world-first digital currency, has become popular
around the world, which was created just to solve the payment problem. The FCG
TOKEN issued by FCG has the payment property of all the blockchain digital
assets, while FCG will accept the FCG TOKEN as a payment way to replace the
regular third-party payment companies which could greatly reduce the payment
channel cost and make the customer’s operation more convenient and easier.

FX Conect Global-FCG
1.FCG is short for Token on the main chain of FCG which was generated in the
form of “trading equals mining” based on the issuance of the Ethereum ERC20
standard in the early stage. Users trade which means they are mining, while
client who opens an account is regarded as "miners".The users will get FCG as a
reward when they trade, and the users can convert the FCG owned into
equivalent USD account according to the actual price of the Exchange.
2.Release Mechanism
FCG initially issues 6 billion FCGs and undertakes no additional issuance forever.
Every year, it releases 20% of the balance of the incentive pool and the release
share decreases year by year.
3.Mining Mechanism
FCG is distributed according to the user’s trading contribution . When the client
closes the position, we will release the corresponding FCG as the reward
according to the actual trading volume of the user.As the FCG dwindles, FCG will
adjust the speed of mining according to the market.
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4.The function of FCG Token
A.Payment Tool
B.Investment Nature
C.Applying Attribute
D.Acceptance Nature
E.Profit sharing of the Broker
F.Ecological Consensus, Circulation on Main Chain

Token Proportion
Total Amount of Issuance

FCG initially issues 6 billion FCGs and undertakes no additional issuance forever.
The specific allocation is as follows:
Mining

60%

Market Value Management

10%

Marketing&Operation

10%

Foundation
Super Partner
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10%
10%

Mining
It is used to reward all trading users of the platform and automatically assign
mining rewards according to the trading volume. FCG for mining accounts for
60% of the total issuance, and the total amount is 3.6 billion .

Marketing&Operation
It is used to expand the user scale of the platform rapidly, attract high-quality
user resources and improve network activity. FCG for marketing and operation
accounts for 10% of the total issuance, and the total amount is 0.6 billion .

Foundation
The foundation is a non-profit organization. The FCG it holds is used to ensure
technology development as well as operation and maintenance costs. FCG for
foundation accounts for 10% of the total issuance, and the total amount is 0.6
billion
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Market Value Management
It is used to guarantee the stability of the FCG value and pay the management
fee. FCG for market value management accounts for 10% of the total issuance.

Super Partner
We will recruit capable partners from all over the world to contribute to the rapid
development of the company. FCG for super partner accounts for 10% of the
total issuance
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Development Planning and Path
Jul.,2017
Sept.,2017

Project Launch

Regulation Registration,
Jan.,2018

Licence Application

Website and System

Mar.,2018

Development
LP Cooperation

Oct.,2018
Smart Contract Test

Feb..,2019
FCG registration certificate

Apr.2019
FCG Stock Exchange

Jun.,2019

on Line
Test Version of Platform
is Online
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Risk Warning
FCG Team will regulate the management of the project in accordance with the
white paper content disclosed. The potential risks of the project are as follows:
1.Compliance Control Risk
FCG will recruit a professional consulting team to design the issuance and
application of digital assets under the conditions of compliance and legality in
accordance with the project nature, thus ensuring the normative operation of the
project.
2.Policy Risk
FCG will not engage in ICO financing operation according to relevant national
policies.
3.Technical Risk
Given the fact that FCG is developed based on Ethereum blockchain underlying
technology, and although Ethereum is developing and running in a relatively
stable manner, it may have unknown technical risks in the future. The team of
FCG will pay close attention to the development and operation dynamics of
Ethereum in time, update technologies constantly.
4.Cyber Hacking Risk
Hackers utilize phishing sites, virus, Trojan and other means to attack the users,
the network and others, resulting in more than a dozen incidents of loss caused
by users and platforms. In view of the risk of cyber-attacks, we have employed
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professional technical security consultants to constantly improve security
awareness and capabilities and back up the data timely.

Contact Information
Web: www.fcgex.com
Email: info@fcgex.com

Disclaimer
This document is mainly used for information transmission and does not
constitute the relevant opinions of the FCG Token trading. This document does
not constitute any investment advice, investment intention or abet investment.
The document content shall not be construed as forcing participation in relevant
trading or investments.
Relevant potential clients are kindly advised to have a detailed understanding of
the risks of FCG TOKEN in advance, and once a trader participates in investment,
it is deemed as having understood and accepted the risks of the project.
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